About the administration’s proposed rule which would establish strict, unnecessary new rules on “public charge” that would harm families:

A new proposed rule from the Department of Homeland Security would greatly expand what it means to be a public charge, and would drastically reshape who we welcome in our society. The proposed rule would affect lawfully present immigrants seeking to become LPRs or “green card” holders and individuals seeking to immigrate to the U.S. It would place a higher value on those who are affluent, shutting out hard-working immigrants and their families. With one in four American children having at least one immigrant parent, this issue touches millions.

Before the government can make this change, You’re Invited to Comment by Dec. 10 on the proposed regulation in the Federal Register and its impacts upon immigrants who contribute to our U.S. communities and congregations!

Currently, a petitioning sponsor’s income is considered in determining if someone is a “public charge;” now meaning one primarily dependent on the government for subsistence through cash assistance or long term institutionalization at government expense.

Under the proposed rule, the types of public benefits that count against an immigrant are greatly expanded. New financial thresholds for households would highly favor the wealthiest immigrants, and immigration officers--when deciding if persons could become a “public charge” in the future--could discriminate against immigrants based on their:

*age  *health  *education level  *English proficiency  *income level

Already immigrants are eligible for very few public benefits. Under the proposed rule, immigrant families would be forced to make impossible choices; maintain your immigration status to keep your family stable and protected from deportation, or use the few public benefits you qualify for that help keep your family fed, healthy and sheltered.

Supporting families protects public health, ensures children thrive, & is good for all communities!

See on back how you can make your comments!
Comment by **Dec. 10** on Public Charge! *Some Sample Comments:*

*Use these suggestions to inspire your own unique comment—as duplicate comments are only counted once!*

**Talking about Public Charge from a Faith Perspective**

*Use these suggestions to inspire you to make the points that matter & connect most to your beliefs:*

- The proposed change to public charge is another way a punitive immigration system can harm immigrants. Even before implementation, fears of the changes have led many immigrants to withdraw from the few resources for which immigrant families are eligible.

- Our faith calls us to stand up for people and families facing persecution and oppression at the hands of the powerful. As Christians, we believe that all people are created in God’s image, regardless of their wealth or background.

- This proposal would create an immigration system that favors the wealthy, and would eliminate hard working families who are building their future.

- This proposal would force families to choose between being together with stability and meeting basic human needs like food and medical care.

- The proposed changes will also affect U.S. citizens who are part of mixed immigration status families, including kids and pregnant women who are in families that use these programs to fulfill basic needs.

**To Submit Your Comments Online NO LATER THAN DEC. 10, go to:** [https://www.ouramericanstory.us/faith-traditions/](https://www.ouramericanstory.us/faith-traditions/) **OR go directly to:** [https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=USCIS-2010-0012-0001](https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=USCIS-2010-0012-0001)

Note that you can copy and paste in your comments, and also can paste them in as a pdf.

**To Submit Hard Copy Comments NO LATER THAN DEC. 10, mail to:** Samantha Deshommes, Chief, Regulatory Coordination Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, 20 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20529-2140. **You MUST** include your first and last name and the DOCKET #: DHS Docket No. USCIS-2010-0012.

**Note:** PLEASE EMAIL TO ssstanley@dhm.disciples.org—whether you submit online or via mail—to let us know you have submitted a comment—as we are tracking faith comments!

**If you are able, also Call Congress** to let them know you oppose these changes and want Congress to stop them. Go to: [https://greateras1.org/publiccharge/](https://greateras1.org/publiccharge/) to receive a phone call to connect with your Senators and Representative. You could say: “As your constituent, I am opposed to the administration’s proposed rule change that would broaden the definition of ‘public charge’ to keep families separated and immigrants out. I ask you to oppose these changes and to do everything in your power to prevent the administration from implementing them.”